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ABSTRACT
Recently, interest has grown in agents that negotiate with people: to teach negotiation, to negotiate on behalf of people, and as a challenge problem to advance artificial social intelligence. Humans negotiate differently from algorithmic approaches to negotiation: people are not purely self-interested but place considerable weight on norms like fairness; people exchange information about their mental state and use this to judge the fairness of a social exchange; and people lie. Here, we focus on lying. We present an analysis of how people (or agents interacting with people) might optimally lie (maximally benefit themselves) while maintaining the illusion of fairness towards the other party. In doing so, we build on concepts from game theory and the preference-elicitation literature, but apply these to human, not rational, behavior. Our findings demonstrate clear benefits to lying and provide empirical support for a heuristic – the “fixed-pie lie” – that substantially enhances the efficiency of such deceptive algorithms. We conclude with implications and potential defenses against such manipulative techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Negotiation is an indispensable skill for any social creature. Within the multiagent systems community, negotiation between autonomous agents has been a central focus of research [28, 42, 45], both as a means for advancing electronic commerce [31] and as a challenge problem to enhance the capability of socially intelligent systems [24, 56]. More recently, there has been growing interest in agents that negotiate with people [27, 41]. There are many motivations for exploring human-agent negotiation. Agents could serve as virtual role players to help teach negotiation skills [7, 26]. Negotiation agents could allow companies more flexibility over setting fixed prices on the websites. More broadly, agents that understand human negotiation might serve as decision-support tools, for example, serving as negotiation mediators or providing automated analysis of human-human negotiations [10].

Negotiations between people differ considerably from the rational and structured frameworks favored in the multiagent community. Rational models, such as game-theory, treat negotiation as a joint decision between self-interested rational agents [35]. Communication, from this perspective is often considered superfluous “cheap talk” that cannot affect payoffs. Thus, negotiating agents typically interact via highly-constrained and structured mechanisms such as the alternating-offer protocol [44]. In contrast, human negotiators reach agreements through unstructured discussions that frequently violate axioms of rationality. For example, most people place considerable weight on social norms such as honesty and fairness [16, 20]. People don’t view talk as cheap [18] and readily exchange honest information about their needs and goals [48, 50]. Indeed, withholding such information undermines trust [46]. These prosocial conventions can offer considerable advantages. People achieve higher joint outcomes than are predicted from rational models [21]. Unfortunately, prosocial tendencies also make people vulnerable to exploitation. This highlights another important difference between people and agents: people lie to gain strategic advantage [15]. This paper describes a rational analysis of lying in negotiation. Our analysis differs from classical game-theoretic analysis of communication between rational negotiators (such as [9, 14, 56]) and from behavioral game-theoretic analysis of how human negotiators behave towards each other (see [8]). Rather, we examine how a rational self-interested actor should act towards a typical human negotiator. Such an actor must reason about, and sometimes act in accordance with human social conventions, without being bound by them. Unfortunately, some human actors behave in this fashion. Indeed, this is the definition of the Machiavellian personality [22].

The literature on human negotiation has documented the myriad ways negotiators can lie. One approach is to feign a position of power. For example, when negotiating for a car, people often lie about their alternative offers (“I got a much better offer from the last dealer” or “this car is so popular we can’t give discounts”). This can be an effective strategy, but often leaves the other party feeling abused and can undermine the possibility of getting deals from this party in the future [16].

A more effective approach would be to lie to one’s opponent in such a way that they feel like they got a fair deal. O’Connor and Carnevale [38] present a simple but surprisingly effective technique for doing just that. They point out that negotiations often involve issues where both parties’ interests align but they often believe they are in opposition. For example, consider a negotiation where both parties want to divide a basket of fruit (see Figure 1). Parties might assume that each side has the same interests, where in fact one side wants all fruit equally, but the other side only wants apples. The apples are referred to as a common-value issue because both parties’ preferences are aligned. The presence of common-value issues creates the opportunity for an effective negotiation tactic. If one party realizes an issue is of common value before the other, they can feign opposed interest. This allows them to “claim value” over the undesired issue and trade this value off against something they want. For example, in the bottom half of Figure 1, the woman has misrepresented her interests in such a way that she wins the negotiation yet the man believes he received a fair deal.
In this article, we present an analysis of how people (or agents interacting with people) might optimally lie. By this, we consider how they might misrepresent their own interests in such a way to maximally benefit themselves while creating an illusion of fairness towards the other party. Our analysis builds on a game theoretic perspective and presents a simple game – the misrepresentation game – that formalizes this notion. We also build on techniques from the preference-elicitation literature to show how people (or agents interacting with people) can efficiently discover their opponent’s interests without revealing much about themselves.

Although we build on rational techniques like game theory, our goal is not to find a rational solution to the misrepresentation game in the classical sense, but rather to identify strategies that a purely self-interested actor could use against typical human opponents. This analysis is in service of several more fundamental goals. First, we seek better understanding of communication processes in human negotiation and how communication can be misused for malicious ends. Second, we aim to produce general models of negotiation that can guide behavior of agents that negotiate with people. In that people lie, it is important for agents to understand, detect and potentially defend against such malicious strategies. Finally, we seek to use these models to teach negotiation skills. For example, by practicing with malicious agents, human students can better prepare themselves to deal with malicious behavior that, unfortunately far too often, arises in the real world (e.g., see [24]).

In the sections that follow, we first define the misrepresentation game. We next present a simplified version of the game wherein the preferences of the opponent are assumed to be known in advance. We describe a surprisingly simple heuristic that appears optimal for a common class of negotiation tasks. We next extend the approach to situations where the opponent’s preferences are unknown in advance and must be inferred through information exchange. Finally, we present user study that demonstrates that people are more satisfied with a deal from a lying agent than the same deal from an honest one. We conclude with a discussion of limitations and extensions to the current approach.

2. THE MISREPRESENTATION GAME

Before defining the misrepresentation game, we first introduce a formalization of negotiation and summarize some of the main behavioral findings on how people typically solve this task.

Figure 1: Bargaining without (top) and with (bottom) lying

Multi-issue bargaining task: Negotiation can be formalized in many ways. In this article, we adopt a common formulation known as the multi-issue bargaining task [30] which has become a de facto standard for both teaching and research on negotiation in the social and computer sciences (e.g., see [1, 33, 52]). Multi-issue bargaining generalizes simpler games developed in game theory, such as the ultimatum game, and more closely approximates many of the challenges found in real-life negotiations.

In its basic form, multi-issue bargaining requires parties to reach agreement over a set of issues. Each issue consists of a set of levels and players must jointly decide on a level for each issue (levels might correspond to the amount apples in a basket of fruit, or different attributes of a single object, such as the price or warranty of a car). Each party receives some payoff for each possible agreement and each player’s payoff is usually not known to the other party. The payoff is often, but not necessarily, assumed to be additive (e.g., a player’s total payoff might be the sum of the value obtained for each issue, weighted by the importance of that issue). If parties fail to agree, they each receive a (usually much smaller) “disagreement payoff” (also known as a BATNA). For example, Figure 1 illustrates a two-issue (apples and oranges), four-level (zero-to-three fruit) bargaining task, where each party assigns different weights to the issues ($5 vs. $10 for apples, respectively). Henceforth, we assume the disagreement payoff is zero for each party.

Human negotiation behavior: Multi-issue bargaining has been studied extensively from the perspectives of game theory [35]), behavioral game theory (e.g., [43]) and psychology (e.g., [39]). This research has clarified important and systematic differences between rational predictions and actual human behavior. In particular, people rarely act out of pure self-interest. Rather, they exhibit “other-regarding” preferences (such as the desire for fairness and reciprocity). Further, they often feel bound by social and conversational conventions, such as honesty. Finally, people have limited cognitive abilities and have difficulty, in particular, with the recursive theory-of-mind reasoning required by game theoretic solutions. In solving the misrepresentation game, we assume human negotiators will exhibit the following empirically-supported characteristics (we consider ways to relax these assumptions in the conclusion):

Fairness: Following Rawls [40], we assume negotiators aim for an equitable solution. There have been many attempts to formalize principles of fairness [53]. Here, we adopt Kalai’s principle of max-
min fairness [29] (i.e., negotiators will strive to minimize the difference in payout between the parties in a negotiation). There is good empirical support that human negotiators tend towards equal distributions across a wide variety of contexts [20, 43].

Efficiency: Following Nash [35], we assume negotiators prefer deals that are Pareto efficient. This means that if a deal can be improved for one player without harming the other, the improvement will be preferred by both players. For example, Figure 2 shows the space of all possible deals for the negotiation illustrated in Figure 1. The x-axis represents the value of deals that the man could receive, whereas the y-axis represents the value of deals for the woman. The Pareto frontier represents the set of efficient solutions and any deal below this can be ignored. Note, however, that negotiators can only calculated the frontier if they share their preferences, but in most negotiations, this information is unknown to one or both negotiators. This leads to our next assumption.

The cooperative principle of language: Following Grice [25], we adopt the perspective that to communicate at all, negotiators must adhere to communicative conventions. Grice argues that speakers will exchange honest, relevant, clear and sufficient information to complete the task at hand. Clearly, some negotiators are tempted to violate these maxims. In particular, negotiators are reluctant to reveal their true preferences (violating Grice’s maxim of quantity) as this makes negotiators vulnerable to exploitation. Yet to find efficient solutions, negotiators must exchange honest information. One solution to this dilemma is the principle of reciprocal information exchange: reveal information if and only if the other party reciprocates [55]. By engaging in such reciprocity, parties develop a mutual understanding of each other’s preferences and can discover Pareto efficient solutions [50]. Thus, we assume that parties are honest, relevant and clear, but will only reveal preference information if comparable information is offered in exchange.

Fixed-pie bias: Finally, following Bazerman [4], we assume that cognitive limitations lead to departures from rational predictions. In particular, in what is known as the fixed-pie bias, negotiators often assume that the other party’s interests are completely opposed to their own. In the absence of information exchange, this bias explains why negotiators often fail to discover efficient solutions [50]. It also implies they will be predisposed to believe lies that are consistent with this bias [38]. We assume human players hold this bias.

Definition: From the discussion above, most human negotiators will strive for fair and efficient solutions, and will discover these to the extent they engage in reciprocal information exchange. However, this creates the opportunity for malicious negotiators to misrepresent their preferences for strategic gain. For example, in the bottom of Figure 1, the woman is lying about her true preferences ever, this creates the opportunity for malicious negotiators to misrepresent their preferences without revealing one’s own preferences, and identifying a false set of preferences to communicate to one’s opponent that (a) maximize one’s own reward from a negotiation, (b) subject to the constraint that the other party believes the negotiated agreement to be fair and efficient.

Given these preliminaries, we define the misrepresentation game as the problem of:

- gaining an information advantage by learning the opponent’s preferences without revealing one’s own preferences, and
- identifying a false set of preferences to communicate to one’s opponent that (a) maximize one’s own reward from a negotiation, (b) subject to the constraint that the other party believes the negotiated agreement to be fair and efficient.

For the remainder of this article we will formalize and analyze the properties of a special case of this game, subject to certain assumptions about the form of each player’s preferences.

3. SOLVING THE GAME

We present an efficient solution to the misrepresentation game subject to an additional assumption about the form of players’ utility functions. As we will discuss, this assumption simplifies both the problem of finding a false set of preferences and the problem of eliciting true preferences from the opponent. The cost of this assumption is it precludes certain utility functions and certain beneficial lies (which we will revisit at the conclusion). Our solution is presented in three stages. In Section 3.1, we present a solution when the opponent’s preferences are known in advance. Section 3.2 extends this solution the case where the opponent’s preferences are unknown. Finally, Section 3.3 presents a simulation study that assesses the solution’s effectiveness.

3.1 When opponent’s preferences known

The misrepresentation game can be greatly simplified if we know our other party’s preferences in advance of the negotiation. This might occur if the other party first truthfully reveals their preferences, or the liar has done sufficient research to accurately estimate them. When the opponent’s preferences are known, the game can be cast as an optimization problem: for all possible preference weights on each issue, identify the set of weights that maximizes the value to self while seeming fair.

Specifically, let N be the number of issues and let each issue have Li levels (Li could be an integer, e.g., corresponding to the number of apples and oranges in Figure 1; or it could be a real-valued resource that can be continuously partitioned, such as an employee’s salary). Let {ai} be numeric weights representing the deceiver’s true preference for each issue i and {bi} be the true preferences of their opponent. We assume {ai} and {bi} are permutations of {1, ..., N}. Let and xi and yi represent the portion of issue i claimed by the deceiver and the opponent, respectively and ((x1, y1)) denote a possible deal. Then, the objective of the deceiver is to find the optimal false preferences {ãi}, also a permutations of {1, ..., N}, that maximizes the deceiver’s true utility, given that the negotiated solution appears to be efficient and fair:

$$\max_{\tilde{a}_i} \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \cdot x_i$$ (1)

where $x_i$ is the optimal solution of

$$\max_{x_i \geq 0} \tilde{a}_i \cdot x_i$$ (2)

such that:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \tilde{a}_i \cdot x_i \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i \cdot y_i$$ (3)

$$\forall i: x_i + y_i \leq L_i$$ (4)

$$0 \leq x_i, y_i \leq L_i$$ (5)

In general, (2-5) finds the optimal efficient solution, which satisfies Kalai’s fairness condition which is imposed by constraint (3).

Ranking assumption: Note that our formulation does not allow arbitrary utility functions. Rather, treats each issue as a resource to be partitioned, and it restricts players to holding a qualitative ranking over the set of issues (i.e., {ai}, {ãi}, and {bi} are assumed to be permutations of {1, ..., N}). This restriction is not uncommon in
multi-attribute problems as players often have difficulty articulat-
ing their preferences as a numeric utility function. Rather, people
are more comfortable communicating qualitatively (e.g., they are
good at saying they like A more than B but poor at quantifying how
much they prefer A to B). Equations (1) and (3) also entail that
issues are independent and that overall utility is a liner combina-
tion of issue-ranks. Together, these assumptions define a standard util-
ity function known as the Borda Score [3] often used by AI prefer-
ence-elicitation techniques (e.g., see [11]).

The ranking assumption simplifies the problem of finding the opti-
mal lie. It also simplifies the problem, introduced in the next sub-
section, of eliciting preferences from the opponent (as many com-
mon preference elicitation techniques use the Borda Score). A con-
sequence, however, is it precludes utility functions where prefer-
ences are non-linear or interdependent. It also limits the type of lies a
negotiator can make. They can lie about the relative ranking of
their preferences but not the absolute value of different issues. We
return to these limitations in the conclusion.

The optimization problem could be generalized. Constraints (1) and
(3) could be relaxed, but may preclude efficient solutions. Con-
straint (3) could be replaced with other fairness criteria, such as
Nass’s axiom of symmetry [35]. The ranking assumption could also
be relaxed but will require additional constraints on lying to pre-
clude trivial or degenerate solutions.

Solution: Our formulation consists of two-levels of optimization
which is not straightforward to solve. Fortunately, Nguyen proves
that it can be reformulated and solved as a mixed integer linear pro-
gram (see [37] for details). Nguyen further proves that under the
additional assumption that all levels are equal (i.e., for all \( i,j \), \( L_i = L_j \)), the optimal solution to the misrepresentation problem is to pre-
tend the same preferences as one’s opponent (i.e., \( \{a_i\} = \{b_i\} \)). This simple solution seems to apply more generally to a range of bar-
gaining tasks, so from this we propose the following heuristic:

Definition: The fixed-pie-lie heuristic is to feign the identical pref-
ERENCE structure as one’s opponent.

One psychological advantage of the fixed-pie lie heuristic is that
aligns nicely with the fixed-pie bias introduced in Section 2. Ac-
cording to this bias, people often come to a negotiation assuming
their interests are opposed and that they will only be able to achieve
half of their value (see [49]). In Figure 1, the total “pie” is appears
be worth $30 to the man on the left, thus it is plausible to believe
that $15 is a fair deal. In fact, as parties have different preferences,
the fair deal is $20. With the fixed-pie heuristic, a malicious oppo-
nent recognizes the pie can be grown but keeps this additional value
for themselves.

Lying in this way can afford considerable benefit and comes at no
cost (at least when the opponent’s preferences are known). This is
illustrated in Figure 3. This figure contrasts the value obtained by
lying with the value obtained by being honest for a large set of pos-
sible negotiation problems. Specifically, given \( N \) issues, each
player could have one of \( N! \) possible rankings (i.e., all permuta-
tions of the \( N \) issues). As each player could have a different ranking, this
creates a space of \((N!)^2\) possible joint rankings. A negotiation prob-
lem must also specify the number of levels per issue. Figure 3 il-
ustrates all 14,400 possible combinations of player preferences for
two extreme cases: (1) continuous – where each issue can be con-
tinuously partitioned; and (2) 2-level discrete – wherein each issue
consists of a single indivisible quantity that must be allocated to
one party or the other. In each case, \( L_i \) equals one for all levels.

Figure 3: Shows relative advantage of lying for all possible 5-
issue negotiations.

Figure 3 shows it never hurts to lie. In the continuous case (the blue
circles), lying always offers improvement except when the negoti-
ation truly has a fixed-pie structure (in this case, the solution is to
tell the truth, which affords each party 7.5). In the discrete case (red
circles), lying sometimes affords no benefit over truth, but also
doesn’t hurt. As the number of ways to partition each issue in-
creases, these two sets of solutions will converge.

It should also be noted that the fixed-pie lie is especially nasty to
the opponent. At least for the continuous case, the opponent always
receives half of the diminished “fake pie.” For the 5-issue problem,
this corresponds to 7.5 (the opponent can sometimes do better than
this in the discrete case, but always no-better than the liar).

3.2 When opponent’s preferences unknown

The previous analysis suggests the fixed-pie lie heuristic is optimal
when the opponent’s preferences are known. Unfortunately, nego-
tiators do not have perfect access to their opponent’s preferences
but must infer them through an exchange of information. In agent-
negotiations, opponent preferences (if they are considered at all)
are typically inferred by the exchanging offers and counterpro-
posals [2]. In human negotiations, preferences are most commonly
inferred from explicit statements of preferences [36, 50]. We pre-
sent a solution to this problem, subject to assumptions about how
the opponent communicates. Unlike the perfect-information game,
our solution is heuristic and we make no claims of optimality.

First, as discussed in Section 2, the cooperative principle of lan-
guage suggests that human negotiators feel bound by social norms
of honesty [25] and engage in reciprocal information exchange [5]
(i.e., if preference information is provided by one party, the other
party should reciprocate). This implies that a negotiator cannot
elicit their opponent’s preferences without giving up some infor-
mation in return. Of course, an agent can give up fake information,
but it is unclear how to lie without having perfect information about
the opponent. Further, premature lies can limit the liar’s options.
For example, an agent might pretend they like apples best (when
truthfully they like them least), but if they subsequently learn the
opponent likes them least as well, they are trapped in their own lie:
they can either agree to accept the undesired apples or admit to the
lie. Our solution relies on the assumption that people follow the cooperative principles of language and liars cannot admit to lies.

Second, as discussed in Section 3.1, people have difficulty expressing numeric preferences but they find it easy to make pairwise comparisons of the relative importance of different issues. Thus, we assume negotiators can only ask or assert relative pairwise comparison statements (e.g., “Do you like apples better than oranges?”). Obviously, more complex preference statements can be constructed from sequences of these primitives.

Finally, following [9], we analyze this problem as a “take it or leave it” bargaining game where parties first engage in several rounds of information exchange and then one party (the agent) makes a single offer which the other party (the human) must accept or reject. We assume the human opponent will accept this offer if and only if it appears fair under the possible models they have of the agent’s preferences. Admittedly, this assumption imposes strong constraints on the liar’s behavior: they are forced to make an initial offer and then stick to this offer at all costs. This may result in suboptimal solutions but greatly simplifies decision-making.

From these assumptions, it is clear that misrepresenting agents should (a) ask questions about their opponent’s preferences that gain the maximal information while (b) reciprocating by offering information that allows the most freedom to misrepresent and then (c) make an offer when the costs of (b) exceed the benefits of (a).

Eliciting preferences: The first problem (a) is to determine which questions to ask, and in what sequence, to quickly and efficiently minimize uncertainty about the opponent’s ranking. This problem has already been addressed in the preference-elicitation literature. Here we adopt the solution introduced by Lu and Boutilier [32].

We illustrate this algorithm with the aid of Figure 4. This example imagines a 3-issue negotiation over pears, bananas and apples. Each negotiator could hold one of 3! possible rankings. The deceptive negotiator holds the ranking at the top (pears > bananas > apples). The other negotiator reveals that they prefer apples to bananas. This information rules out some possible rankings, but three are consistent with this statement. The figure also illustrates the optimal “fair” offer for each of these possible rankings. For example, if the opponent truly preferred apples > bananas > pears, then the liar should claim the same, offer one apple to their opponent, and keep the rest. Under the Borda-count utility function, this appears to afford each agent a utility of 3 (3 for apples vs. 2 for bananas plus 1 for pears) but, in truth, gains the liar 5 (3 for pears and 2 for bananas). Note that the same offer is optimal for the second ranking but a very different offer holds for the third ranking.

Lu and Boutilier use the principle of minimax regret to guide preference elicitation. With incomplete information, a lying negotiator must make their best guess concerning their opponent’s preference. Regret is the loss (or regret) associated with guessing wrong. In Figure 4, the liar might propose offering a single apple as this yields the greatest expected return across all possible rankings. However, if the true ranking is ranking 3, this offer will be rejected (as it would appear unfair to the recipient). Lu and Boutilier propose a method of asking questions that minimizes the maximum possible regret. We refer the reader to their paper for details.

Under reciprocal information exchange, a misrepresenting agent faces a dilemma. The more information it asks, the more information it must provide (possibly constraining their freedom to misrepresent). Fortunately, the elicitation approach is incremental. At the start of a negotiation, an agent has no information about the opponent’s preferences and all preference rankings are possible. This set reduces following each question. The algorithm repeatedly queries the opponent to determine their preference until regret falls below a certain threshold. In order to find the opponent’s exact preference, this algorithm would have to be repeated until only one ranking is consistent. However, the algorithm can be terminated early. At this point, the opponent might have one of a number of preferences but the regret at picking one of these arbitrarily is guaranteed to fall below this threshold (assuming the opponent responded honestly).

If the elicitation algorithm is allowed to run to completion, the opponent’s preferences are completely known and the agent can generate an offer as outlined in Section 3.1. If the preferences are incompletely determined, the agent can simply make an offer with the highest expected return over all possible consistent preferences.

Offering preferences: Assuming an agent must offer some information in return after each preference that it elicits, a misrepresenting agent should offer information that gives their opponent the least strategic advantage. In general, we should consider that the opponent might use sophisticated elicitation strategies as well, but in this article, we adopt a further simplification: the misrepresenting agent simply offers a preference statement of its own choosing after asking a preference question (e.g., Agent: “Do you like apples better than oranges?”; Human: “Yes?”; Agent: “I like apples better than oranges as well.”). This minimally satisfies the principle of reciprocal information exchange while simplifying analysis (we return to this in the final section).

Given these further restrictions, we propose two possible misrepresentation approaches and, in the next section, contrast their effectiveness with an honest control condition:

- One misrepresentation approach (max-max regret) is essentially the dual of min-max regret. The idea is to offer information, at each round, that maximizes the possible regret of the opponent. For example, if the opponent asks a very informative question (“Do you like A>B?”) the agent could respond with a different, less informative response (“Well, I like C>D”).

- A second misrepresentation approach is motivated by the fix-pie-lying heuristic. Namely, at each round, if the opponent acknowledges that A>B, the agent should simply respond in kind (“A>B for me too”).

- Finally, an honest agent would offer preference statements that are maximally helpful to the opponent (i.e., that minimize the opponent’s max regret).

3.3 Simulation Study

The previous subsection identified two possible heuristics for solving the misrepresentation problem while satisfying the constraint of
reciprocal information exchange. Both approaches use min-max regret to elicit questions from the opponent but differ in how they offer information in return (max-max regret vs. fixed-pie lie). Here we run a simulation experiment to contrast these approaches.

In that there is a potential tradeoff between the cost and benefits of exchanging information, we empirically explore this tradeoff. A misrepresenting agent could simply keep asking questions until the opponent’s preferences are fully known. This yields more information about the opponent but forces the agent to reveal its own information in return (possibly limiting opportunities to misrepresent). Alternatively, an agent could terminate questions early and make its best guess at a good offer.

We compared max-max regret and fixed-pie-lie against an agent that was honest and maximally helpful. We compared these heuristics on a 5-issue negotiation task where there is a good opportunity to misrepresent: parties’ preferences are complementary (A>B>C>D=E vs. A<B<C<D<E). For each approach (max-max regret, fixed-pie-lie and honest), we ran a simulated negotiation of these strategies against a truthful opponent. This opponent only accepted offers that appeared fair given what the agent revealed about its preferences. We varied how many rounds the agent could ask questions before making an offer from 1 to 10 (10 rounds of questions are sufficiently to completely determine the opponent’s preferences for a 5-issue negotiation).

The results are shown in Figure 5. They illustrate the complex relationship between the costs and benefits of asking questions. Both max-max regret and fixed-pie lie led to greater returns for small numbers of questions. Fixed-pie lie performed best when the opponent’s preferences were fully revealed. At some points, honesty appears to be the best policy.

One might expect max-max regret to out-perform fixed-pie-lie because it is doing a more systematic exploration of the space of possible preference models and picking the one that maximizes maximum expected value. The problem is that, at early points in the elicitation phase there is insufficient information to determine the value of different lies, so the method can commit itself to statements that constrain its options to lie in later rounds. Overall, the fixed-pie-lie heuristic is simple and works surprisingly well.

4. USER EVALUATION

Up to this point, we have made theoretical arguments and evaluated methods against simulated human opponents. But would actual human negotiators be fooled by such simple techniques? Here we report the results of a study that answers this question. Specifically, we test two hypotheses:

H1 (perceived fairness of outcome): We hypothesize that people would be more willing to accept an offer (H1a), find it more fair (H1b) and satisfying (H1c), and place greater trust in their opponent (H1d) if the opponent misrepresents their preferences as a fixed pie, compared with an offer of equal value where the true preferences were honestly conveyed.

H2 (perceived fairness of communication): We hypothesize that people need their preference statements to be reciprocated and would be more willing to accept an offer (H2a), find it more fair (H2b) and satisfying (H2c), and place greater trust in their opponent (H2d) if the opponent provides reciprocal but false preference statements, compared with an offer of equal value without reciprocal information provided.

Together, these hypotheses imply a corollary: opponent models matter. In other words, people base their decisions, not based on their absolute benefit, but their perceptions of the other party’s interests and how this relates to norms of distributional and communicative fairness.

To test these hypotheses, we conducted an online experiment using seventy-five participants recruited over Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. In all conditions, participants were asked to imagine they were in a

![Figure 5: Illustrates the benefit of lying when the opponent’s preferences are unknown. Results contrast the returns from two misrepresentation heuristics with being honest.](image)

![Figure 6: An illustration of the “truthful” condition](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Partner: Do you like apples more than bananas?</th>
<th>You: Yes</th>
<th>Partner: I like bananas more than apples</th>
<th>Partner: Do you like bananas more than pears?</th>
<th>You: Yes</th>
<th>Partner: I like pears more than bananas</th>
<th>Partner: How about this, I give you both apples and I get the rest?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Accept</th>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Trust in partner</th>
<th>Fairness of offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-pie Lie</td>
<td>0.88*</td>
<td>3.73*</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No information</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental Results (* p ≤ 0.05; * p ≤ 0.10)
Our second hypothesis also shows good support. People accepted more offers (H2a) and found them more fair (H2b) when provided reciprocal but deceptive feedback about their opponent’s preferences than no feedback at all. They accepted more from the fixed-pie-lie condition (M=88%) compared to the honest condition (M=58%); χ²(1, N=52)=6.26, p=0.027. They rated the offer from the lying opponent as more fair (M=3.73, SD=0.33) than the truthful opponent (M=2.81, SD=0.51); t(25)=3.00, p=0.006. There was a near-significant trend (p=0.065) in perceived satisfaction (H1c) and no difference in trust (H1d) in the partner.

For completeness, we compared differences in acceptance rate and subjective impressions between the honest and no-information conditions but found no significant differences.

In summary, people were much more willing to accept an offer when the opponent misrepresented their preferences then when truthful. This is because the truthful offer was seen as considerably less fair (people recognized the pie had grown but the opponent was keeping a disproportionate amount). People were also less willing to accept offers when the agent failed to reveal its own preferences, giving support for the principle of reciprocal information exchange. Again, such offers were considered less fair. From this we can conclude that malicious agents must attend to two concerns: relative fairness of the offer and relative fairness of information exchange.

5. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION

We presented a method that allows negotiators to reap unequal rewards over opponents while maintaining the illusion of fairness. Our analysis and results demonstrate there can be considerable strategic benefits from this form of lying. The simulation results in Section 3.2 illustrate that many negotiations can yield strategic gain and sometimes these rewards can be considerable (Figure 3). Section 3.4 illustrates that these rewards can be achieved even when an opponent’s preferences are unknown (via deceptive reciprocal information exchange). Finally, the experimental results in Section 4 illustrate that people find these deceptive strategies to be credible and even preferred to honesty (or no information at all). Apparently in negotiation, honesty is not always the best policy.

There are several ways to extend the current analysis.

**Improving the analysis:** We have proven the validity of the fixed-pie lie when the opponent’s preferences are known in advance [37] but rely on simulation and empirical data for the more typical situation where this information is unknown. We suspect it should be straightforward to prove the validity of the fixed-pie-lie heuristic under fairly general assumptions.

**Relaxing assumptions about the structure of the negotiation:** Our assumptions about the structure of players’ utilities greatly simplifies our analysis but limits the generality of the approach. Much of the innovative work in negotiation agents explores less restrictive assumptions such as non-linear utilities [19], incomplete information about levels and even non-convexity of the utility space [12]. More work is needed in generalizing our solution to these contexts.

More importantly for the goals of this paper, these assumptions preclude some opportunities for misrepresentation that have been observed in the human negotiation literature. For example, negotiations typically include a “disagreement payoff” (the utility received by each player if a negotiation fails). One common tactic is for a negotiator to feign a higher disagreement payoff than they actually hold. This could be explored by adding this payoff to the game.

Our assumption of an additive preference function also precludes certain misrepresentation tactics. For example, a negotiator might claim a nonlinear relationship over the levels of an issue (i.e., “I get a bonus if I get all three apples”). Including a broader space of preference functions would enrich our analysis.

More generally, the concept of fairness itself might be open to negotiation and misrepresentation. In this article, we adopt the *equality principle* which states that everyone in a group should share benefits equally. However, Welsh [53] argues that different people use different fairness criteria, and even the same person might use different criteria in different circumstances. For example, the *need principle* states that those who are in more desperate need of a resource deserve a greater share, whereas the *equity principle* argues the opposite (arguing that gains should be partitioned relative to each parties’ power/resources). Our ranking assumption obscures the differences between these principles because players discuss their ranking but not their need. Without this assumption, liars could be free to claim the receive less for each issue and thus “need” a greater share (e.g., see Roth’s findings of focal points [43]).

**Relaxing assumptions about the nature of the opponent:** Our results illustrate the potential benefits of lying, but opponents might adopt a variety of countermeasures that could undermine this potential. In the current analysis, we assumed the opponent was truthful, and in indeed in many laboratory studies of negotiation participants tell the truth much more than would be predicted by rational models, but this tendency is hardly universal.

One straightforward way to approach mutual deception is to extend the analysis in Section 3.1 to consider a Stackelberg formulation of the misrepresentation game. In Stackelberg games, one player (the defender) moves first, and the second player responds. In a Stackelberg formulation of the misrepresentation game, one negotiator might publicize a false set of information about their preferences (e.g., the MSRP of different automobile packages) in order to minimize the risk of exploitation or maximize their own gain.
Our current analysis also assumed the human opponent passively accepted reciprocal preference statements, however we should relax this assumption to allow opponents to ask arbitrary preference questions, and perhaps to refuse to directly answer. If the human is free to ask arbitrary preference questions, the misrepresenting-agent is left the dilemma of whether to address these questions directly or to deflect them in some way. For example, if the human asks “do you like apples more than oranges,” the agent might deflect the response by answering a different question (“Well, I like bananas better than pears”) or to hedge the response (“I might like apples better”). If the agent is allowed to deflect, we must assume the human opponent can as well, and such contingencies must be incorporated into the analysis. One approach is to assume deflections come at some cost and model these in the analysis of what questions to ask and answer.

Finally, we only considered a negotiation protocol where parties exchange information about preferences before making a take-it-or-leave it offer. Human negotiations typically involve a mixture of information and offer exchanges and this sort of flexibility needs to be incorporated into our models. Indeed, discrepancies between what one’s opponent says and what they offer can be a good indicator of deception [36].

**Countermeasures:** The previous discussion has focused on how to increase the generality and robustness of strategic misrepresentation but our ultimate aim is to use such models to help people (and agents) to avoid being deceived. Understanding and modeling a malicious technique is often a necessary first step to proposing countermeasures (e.g., [34]).

In our own work, we are developing these techniques to inform the design of a negotiation tutoring system [24]. Specifically, students would be able to practice negotiation tactics, including how to detect and avoid deceptive behavior, with computer generate opponents. One such tactic is to offer one’s opponent a counteroffer that would, assuming they are truthful, have equivalent value. For example, in the situation at the bottom of Figure 1, the man could counter by offering the reverse (“How about I take all apples and you take all oranges?”). Taking her false statements at face value, she should be indifferent to these two deals. In reality, this reverse deal has negative value to her.

The opportunity to make counteroffers highlights the potential riskiness of misrepresentation. For example, if the man insisted on offering oranges, the woman would be caught in her lie. She would either be forced to accept a disadvantageous offer or backtrack on her preference statements (see [47]). The former approach would harm her gains within the negotiation but the latter would harm her reputation for honesty and possibly undermine long term rewards. The idea of repeated interactions presents other complications. For example, if a company uses deception in their negotiations but lies in different ways to different customers, customers could compare notes and uncover the deception.

**Characterizing the disadvantages of deception:** Here we focus on potential benefits of deception but it can also have obvious costs, especially if both parties are being deceptive. In negotiation research, several studies have illustrated that honest information exchange can lead to better outcomes than deceptive communication or no communication, and achieve greater gains that might seem possible from a purely rational analysis (e.g., [50, 51]). In fact, it might turn out that, under more relaxed assumptions, that honest is the best policy after all. Indeed, Figure 5 illustrates that honesty pays at least under certain circumstances (where intermediate-levels of information are exchanged).

There may also be more intelligent strategies that switch between lying and honesty depending on the situation (see [47]). For example, although the fixed-pie lie exceeded the performance of the max-max regret heuristic in our simulation study (Figure 5), a disadvantage of the fixed-pie lie is that it commits a player to lying from the point of the very first question. Max-max regret strives to be honest but minimally informative. An advantage of this latter approach is that it doesn’t committed a player to deception. Rather, the max-max regret heuristic allows a player to revert to honesty if this turns out to afford the greatest reward.

**Contrasting human and rational behavior:** The immediate next steps in our research, beyond relaxing the assumptions listed above, is to use these models to analyze the behavior of human negotiators. The present analysis suggests that people will tend to win at negotiations if they ask a lot of questions about what their opponents want, are vague about their own interests, and then invent a set of lies that makes self-advantageous deals seem fair. In other work, we have collected a large corpus of human-human negotiations where people clearly lie (see [17]) but we have yet to characterize the tactics they use and the success or failure of these lies. The rational analysis we present here can provide a valuable yardstick with which to measure and give insight into human negotiation processes and ultimately aid in the design that can cope with humans behaving badly. One next step is to use the analysis in this paper to examine if human liars are following our proposed solution.

**The ethics of misrepresentation:** Our analysis suggests that people, and (potentially) autonomous agents acting on behalf of people, can perform better in negotiations by misrepresenting their preferences. But should such agents ever be constructed. One source of guidance to this question is the rich literature on business and legal ethics, wherein negotiation is a central topic. Interestingly, misrepresentation is often argued to be legal and even ethical. For example, the American Bar Association’s code of ethical conduct prohibits lawyers from knowingly misrepresenting facts, but then goes on to say that statements concerning price or value in a negotiation are not considered facts (e.g., see [13]). The rational is that a certain amount of “puffing” is to be expected. In contrast, others point out that such lies cause harm to the opponent and therefore are unethical, even if not illegal [54]. Others claim that it may be unethical to misrepresent through verbal statements but that misrepresenting the same information via emotional expressions is acceptable [23]. The ethics of such emotional manipulation has been considered within the field of affective computing (e.g., see [6]).

In conclusion, we presented an analysis of how people, or agents interacting with people, can win at negotiations while seeming fair. Our findings demonstrate clear benefits of a type of lying (misrepresenting the relative importance of different issues) and suggest that negotiators should adopt a “fixed-pie lie” (i.e., pretend that their preferences are identical to their opponent). Future research should extend this analysis to more ecologically-valid situations and a broader class of misrepresentation techniques.
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